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"THE THINGS THAT ARE CESAR'S"
By the Rev. JOSEPH KEATING,
"
St.
"

Render therefore to Caesar the things that are
Matt. xxii. 21.
We must obey God rather than men." Acts v.

S.J,
Caesar's."
29.

Introduction

There

a feeling in this country, dating from the
days of Elizabeth and still widely prevalent, that
the sincere profession of the Catholic religion is incompatible with whole-hearted loyalty and patriotism.
The feeling has never been more plausibly expressed
than in Gladstone's Vaticanism, nor more thoroughly
shown to be baseless than in Newman's answer, A
Yet it is so deeply
Letter to the Duke of Norfolk.
rooted in national prejudice, and is held to be so
amply illustrated and confirmed by national misreading of history, that, in spite of its finding no
support in fact, its groundlessness needs to be conIt is hoped that the followstantly demonstrated.
ing attempt to trace the source and limits of civil
authority will incidentally show once more that, so
patriotism being even
far from Catholicism and
potentially at variance, the contrary is the case
the better the Catholic the better the citizen
in
other words, that the State possesses in the teaching
of the Church the surest support for all its lawful
claims, and the citizens the strongest motives for
yielding obedience.
is

—

"
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Catholic Doctrine concerning the State
Catholic doctrine, as we shall see, that the
less than the Church, is established by
God, fulfils the purpose of God, and wields in its
own sphere the authority of God. In his famous
answer to the Pharisees, our Divine Lord proclaimed
"Caesar's" right to obedience and tribute, not of
course as an independent authority and still less as
a rival, but as representing in purely earthly concerns the Lord and Master of all.
And, as on
another occasion He declared the love of man to be
identical in motive with the love of God, so here He
showed that obedience to God's representatives is
but one form of rendering to God the things that
are His.
As these are commonplaces of Catholic doctrine,
why is it, we may ask, that we do not generally find
Catholics in this land foremost in every branch of
voluntary public service ? The answer lies in their
When the State for
past treatment by the State.
long years has discriminated against one section of
its subjects, has put them in many ways outside the
pale of citizenship, has only gradually and with reluctance and not yet perfectly allowed their claim to
equality before the law, it is not astonishing that
there should linger amongst that section feelings of
mistrust towards the civil power, a sense of partial
outlawry, a disposition to hold aloof from civic concerns, a certain awkwardness in fulfilling public
Thus it happens that British Catholics,
duties.
precisely on account of their past experience, do not
seem as yet to have wholly realized that the State
belongs to them just as it does to their neighbours,
that they have a right to resent being in any way
penalized on account of their creed, that they may
claim full citizen rights, and that, therefore, they
It is

State,

no
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should be ready to assume to the

full the duties of
of things has happily
passed away, and with it should go the dispositions
it engendered.
Caesar " is no longer to be regarded
as an unjust tyrant, only to be served with fear and
reluctance, but rather as the God-appointed head of
the community, claiming the free and loving obedience of its members.
That service, we repeat, is his
due by divine charter, but a point of prime importance it has its limits, also divinely imposed.
To
be good citizens one must recognize the limits as
well as the rights. What, then, are " the things that
are Caesar's " ?

citizenship.

The

old

state

'

'

—

—

What
To answer

is

Authority?

question properly we must first
determine with greater exactness the nature and
origin of civil authority.
Authority, amongst free
human beings, implies the moral right to direct the
conduct of others and the correlative duty of obedience
on their part.
In exercise, it is the pressure of one.
human will on another, by means of which the latter
is brought into agreement with the former.
Thus it
is essentially a spiritual influence, depending for its
full interior effect upon the consent of the subject
will.
For, being gifted with freedom, the will cannot
really be forced.
By one means or other, motives
for yielding may be put before it, but the decision
rests with itself.
Whether consent is won b}' the
recognition of the moral obligation of obeying or by
an apprehension of the physical disadvantages of
disobedience, it is ultimately free. ^
At the same
time, external compliance may be forced, and an

We

this

'
need not discuss the cases when the passions of fear or desire
are so vehement as to usurp the functions of reason, and thus deprive the
will of its guidance, or when that guide points only in one direction, as
in the presence of an overwhelming good or evil.
In the first case, the
act is not rational ; in the second, there is no real opportunity of choice.
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unwilling obedience rendered, as when, the moral
claims of authority being denied, one yet submits
exteriorly because of physical constraint.
Circumstances may justify such mechanical obedience,
provided that the command does not enjoin something bad in itself or absolutely forbidden by a higher
authority.
One may always choose the less of two
evils, and prefer to suffer some loss or do something
foolish rather than be more grievously persecuted.
In acting thus, one may claim to be led by prudence,
and, although exteriorly constrained, can still remain
interiorly free.
The dignity of the human will does
not allow it to yield to superior might, but only to
superior right.

What

is Civil

Authority?

We are. now in a position to understand the
nature of the authority wielded by the civil power.
It is a legitimate authority within its own sphere,
and has a rnoral claim on our obedience. Whether
its positive enactments, outside the range of moral
obligations (for the State like the Church can add
many of the Ten
its sanction to the moral law
Commandments are enforced by civil penalties),
It is for
are merely penal ^ laws or not is disputed.
the legislative authority to decide whether its laws
The balance of expert
are to bind in conscience.
opinion inclines to the belief that in the British State
such laws, like the bye-laws of a railway company,
are meant to be strictly penal, that is, offer to the
subject the alternative of obedience or submission to
the penalty exacted
so that, in this sense, con;

;

^
I need hardly remind the reader that "penal" here has a strictly
technical sense, and is only applied to laws outside the domain of
morality, those, i.e., which depend for their sanction on some fixed extrinsic penalty.
It has no reference to the anti-Catholic laws passed in
persecution times.
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bound

to submit to one or the other.'
It
of course, for a fallible institution like
the State to pass laws which, so far from embodying
and determining the divine law, are in more or less
direct opposition to it.
The Roman Emperors did
so in decreeing that Christians should worship idols
Elizabeth did so in decreeing that Catholics should
worship in Protestant churches.
In such a case the
supremacy of conscience must of course be asserted,
a consideration which brings us to the question of
the source of civil authority.

science

is

is

possible,

;

Whence
As

is Civil

Authority?

questions which go to the root of things,
our answer in this case will be radically different
according as we receive or reject the facts of divine
faith.
The rationalist, with his theory of blind
evolution, the Christian, with his conviction of a
divine plan, must necessarily differ in regard to this
problem of human development.
The fact of a
Creator, of Providence, of the Fall, of the Incarnation, of the Church, cannot but influence the
Christian's speculations
the rationalist, denying
these facts or their significance, must frame his
Those facts
theories irrespective of their import.
being true, it follows that the rationalist's theories
are false and his inductions invalid, and that only
the believer in revelation has the requisite material
for framing a hypothesis which shall account for all
Revelation, as embodied
the observed phenomena.
in all

;

* It
might be feared that this doctrine, which is supported by the
great lawyers, Blackstone and Austin, would open the door to all sorts
of trickery in the way of evading the penalties of transgression, if we did
not reflect that there are very few enactments which do not in one way
or another involve moral obligation, generally in the form of social
Taxation, for instance, is levied in the name of distributive
justice.
justice, and, though men may rightly protest against an unjust tax, it is
not, generally speaking, for the individual to decide whether he is justified
Resistance may easily cause worse evils.
in refusing to pay it.
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in the Scriptures

and the Tradition of the Teaching

much about human origins and,
about the source of civil authority.
The most explicit declaration is to be found in St.
Paul, and it may be well to set forth his words as
contained in the thirteenth chapter of Romans.
**
Let every soul be subject to higher powers. For
there is no power but from God, and those that are,
exist by God's arrangement.
Wherefore, he that
resisteth the power, resisteth the arrangement of
God, and they that resist shall bring judgement upon
themselves.
The ruler is God's minister for
But if thou doest evil, be
good in thy regard.
afraid, for he beareth not the sword in vain.
Yea,
he is God's minister, an avenger to [execute] wrath
on the evil-doer. Wherefore you must needs be subject, not alone for [fear of] wrath, but also for conscience' sake.
This, too, is your reason for paying
Church,

in

tells

us

particular,

.

.

.

tribute."
St. Paul wishes his readers to understand that their
" Christian liberty " does not mean independence of
Submission is a matter of conscience,
civil rule.
not merely of convenience or of necessity.
And by
immediate inference his words form a striking vindication of human dignity and of the essential equality
No one has a right to
of men amongst themselves.
the obedience of his fellows, save as representing
in one way or another, with more or less directness,
It is no shame to
the supreme authority of God.
be subject to the Self'Existing and the Omnipotent,
whereas every act of submission to authority, which
is not actually or constructively motived by God's
^
will, is a lowering of our native dignity.
' We may,
of course, do the will of another from motives not connected with authority, as from a desire to please or benefit, or for the
prospect of gain.
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State a Natural Development

The same conclusion is reached by an analysis of
existing facts.
Assuming the fact of creation, we
are justified in saying that the Author of mankind
also brought into being those conditions which spring
naturally and spontaneously from man's constitution.

Such conditions are

—

family life and life in coma fact of observation that family and
social life are necessary for proper human development, and it is a fact of historical deduction that
family life preceded life in community.
All other
groupings of humanity sprang originally from this
first organized society
the family unit of man,
wife, and children.
1 am
not here concerned with
tracing the process, the various intermediate steps,
which transformed the family unit into the organized
social State.
The Sacred Records and other sources
of human history leave the matter open, and ethnologists are still in dispute about it.
All that I need
to point out is that God made human beings
gregarious by nature, and that consequently the
State the community organized for social welfare
is not a fortuitous or arbitrary development, not a
convenient arrangement which may be dispensed
with, but a divine institution.
Man does not form
States of his own free-will
he has really no option
in the matter.
The alternatives before him are
an ordered life of security and progress made possible
by association, or a lapse into the conditions of the
beast.
The "noble savage" who persists in running
wild in woods is free, it is true, from many conventions, but he remains only half a man, a savage very

munity.

It is

—

—

—

:

from noble.
As, then, the Creator instituted States by making
man a social being dependent for his development
on intercourse with his fellows, so He must be held
far

"
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to have constituted that element in each State without which it could not exist or endure a supreme
authority.
No independent organization could resist
disintegration unless endowed with such power over
its constituent parts as to control the activities of
each to the welfare of all.
A single supreme will is
the only possible principle of cohesion in a community of self-determining beings, as thus alone can

—

harmony and union be brought about between

its

multitudinous functions.
Accordingly, the principle
of civil authority is as directly due to God, the
Creator, as is the formation of separate States itself.
"By me kings reign and lawgivers decree just things "
(Prov.

viii.

15).

Non-Christian Theories
the Christian teaching in this matter. Those
who reject God and His Providence are naturally
obliged to look elsewhere for the source of civil
authority, but, while most of them agree that life
in community is a necessity of nature, they endeavour inconsistently to show that the supreme
authority arises from the voluntary surrender on the
part of those concerned of some of their freedom to
This
certain representatives of their own choice.
was the conception so persuasively elaborated by
Jean Jacques Rousseau, and it has infected much of
modern thought. That overrated philosopher tells
us in the Contrat Social that he set out " to find a
form of association which shall defend and protect,
with the entire common force, the person and goods
of each associate, and by which, each uniting himself
to all, may nevertheless obey only himself and remain
as free as before."
Man, that is, has to be under government man
wants to be independent let us, then, invent an
arrangement that shall save his pride whilst securing

Such

is

:

;
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him the benefits of society. Let man consent
up a certain measure of Hberty for the sake

for

to give

of those benefits he will do so freely for his own
the restrictions he must suffer are selfimposed in obeying them he is in reality following
:

self-interest

:

:

own will.
We may grant

his

that this is an ingenious speculaand the only possible way of maintaining man's
self-respect, if faith in God is discarded.
But it is
disproved both by history and by a right analysis of
existing facts.
That there should be a supreme
authority in the State does not depend on the citizens,
but on Him who made the State, nor can the power
it wields be a delegation from them.
A delegated
authority is an inferior authority.
It is contrary to
reason and right order that a delegated authority
should exercise power over and exact obedience from
the authority which constitutes it still more, that it
should possess powers which do not reside in the
source whence it springs.
Society is not like a club,
a free association of independent units w ho surrender
a definite measure of their autonomy to certain of
their number for some immediate end.
Society is a
natural organism made up of entities, normally unfitted to develop and prosper by themselves.
The fact is, Rousseau and his school have confused
two distinct things. They have imagined that,
tion,

;

because the citizens are left at liberty to choose
whatever form of government suits them, it is they

who

its authority to the government of their
In a sense, to be sure, they do as the
conduit - pipes give water to the house.
But the
water comes from the reservoir.^

give

—

choice.

^

tion

Similarly,

the Chapter which elects the Bishop, but his jurisdicit is the priest who administers the sacragives the grace.

it is

comes from the Pope

ment, but

God

;

"
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God, then, has

left it

Civil Liberty

community
what hands authority shall

to each sovereign

to determine for itself in

and how it shall be exercised.
Republicanism
cannot claim divine right any more than monarchy.
St. Paul, as we have seen, in setting forth the theory
of civil obedience, takes care to mention no specific
form of government.
"There is no power but from
God." Hence, the State claims our allegiance, not
reside

as

representing

the

collective

will

of

the

com-

munity, but as representing the divine authority.
One constantly hears appeals to the
Will of the
People " as the source and sanction of all legislation,
and the dictum that law derives its validity from the
"consent of the governed" is another expression of
' *

the

same

fallacy.

Law,

in

fact,

derives

its

force

from God
its efficacy in any particular case will
depend on the acceptance of the majority of those
:

whom

it

is

meant

to affect.

We

our equals but by our Superior.
that

makes us

are not ruled by
is the truth

This

really free.

The Popes

declare the Catholic Doctrine

Pope Leo, in several of his great Encyclicals,
notably in that on "The Christian Constitution of
States," enlarges on this doctrine, but it is most conveniently summarized in a passage from the Ency"^
clical on " Political Power.
"It is important," he writes, "to notice at this
point that those who are to be set in the place of
power can,'- on occasion, be chosen, in full accordance with Catholic teaching, by the will and judge-

ment

of the community.

But the

effect of that choice

simply to mark out the ruler, not to give him
authority to rule it does not delegate the supreme
is

;

^

Encyclical Diuturnutn illud.
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power, but determines the person that shall wield
it."

Thus man's freedom merely

consists in the

power

range what form of
government he shall obey the motive and sanction
of that obedience is not the popular will but the
ordinance of God the people open the shutters, but
the light comes from the sun.
Another consideration

to

choose

within

a

limited
:

:

will make this clearer.
The mere fact that States
possess authority to kill, to coerce, and to legislate
for posterity
powers beyond the competence of any
individual
shows that such authority comes from
some higher source than mutual consent. No club
or merely voluntary association could delegate such
powers to its executive.
It is needless to cite the
emphatic endorsement of this Christian theory which
is contained in the present Holy Father's letter on
the subject of " Le Sillon " ^ a most weighty pronouncement wholly devoted to establishing the
limits and principles of lawful democratic action and
to denouncing current errors.

——

—

No Form

of

Government can claim

to be

the Ideal

We

may, however, point out that the papal
teaching gives no support to the contention that
democracy, supposing it really attainable, is the
It is not, as it has been
ideal form of government.
called, "the political expression of justice."
Pius X.
recalls the doctrine of his predecessor in the Ency" Proclical on " Political Power," where we read
vided justice be safeguarded, nations are not forbidden to give themselves the form of government
most in harmony with their character, or with in:

1 Issued 25111 August
1910.
C.T.S. of Ireland.

Published as a penny pamphlet by the
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and customs they have received from their
ancestors," words followed by an account of the three
general sorts of government which indicates that all
three are compatible with perfect justice.
But it is
not to our purpose here to discuss which form of
government is best, which is best fitted to secure the
common aim of all governments the general good
at the least sacrifice of human freedom
the good
of the individual.
The human race has tried all
forms, has sometimes, indeed, as in the old Jewish
polities, been assisted by divine direction in its choice,
but all alike have proved liable to abuse.
Systems
less perfect in theory have excelled in practice those
better theoretically than they.
There is point in
Pope's decision
stitutions

;

—

—

—

" For forms of government let fools contest,
Whate'er is best administered is best,"

provided that the particular form in question is
We can settle
capable of being administered well.
things satisfactorily in the abstract, but history is
apt to give us the lie.

Service, therefore, is

due to

all

Forms

Our business, then, is to recognize that all duly
constituted and effective governments, of whatever
form, come from God and wield His authority within
Such a government has a just
their proper limits.
it is the
claim to our homage, love, and service
source of many benefits to us otherwise beyond our
reach, and thus it merits our gratitude as well.
It
is not to be thought of as an inconvenient necessity,
No doubt its
as extreme individualists proclaim.
necessity is the greater on account of the Fall of
Man. Fallen, unregenerate man is essentially selfregarding, and needs tuition to make him recognize
;
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the rights of others, and coercion to prevent him
violating them.
If man were what
some
modern Socialists imagine him to be, a being essentially upright and law-abiding and reasonable, only
forced into wrong-doing by unnatural surroundings,
we may allow that an organized coercive civil
authority would be superfluous.
Families would in
that case have joined together for mutual assistance,
but they would have been so enlightened, so altruistic,
so scrupulously regardful of each other's rights and
interests, as to obviate all causes of friction.
Each
man would know exactly how far his own particular
advantage could be pursued without detriment to
his neighbour or to the common welfare, and each
would spontaneously make that knowledge the rule
All titles to honour, obedience, and
of his conduct.

from

emolument would be freely and fully acknowledged.
The proportion and harmony established by each
individual between all the powers of his own complex
personality would be perfectly reflected in the social
order.

But we have no guarantee that even unfallen man
would have realized this socialistic ideal.
Wherever
is limited, there may be inculpable conof wills, and some authority to decide such
disputes would seem to be necessary even in a sinless

intelligence

flict

humanity.
All the more imperative, then, taking things as
they are, is the formation of States amongst men.
So long as man is not fully acquainted with his duty,
and so long as his natural self-love is not completely
under the guidance of reason, we must surely allow
It is to supply
that external authority is necessary.
these natural defects that the authority with which
God has endowed the community is organized into
power, legislative, coercive, and executive, and that
the whole body

is

knit together

by the bond of

rule.
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Each man has to be taught to extend his regard
beyond himself as an individual to himself as a
member of society, and it is the community's business to see that he

is

taught.

Pure individualism

is

and unnatural, the cause of the
that have followed.

essentially anarchic
first

sin

and of

all

Functions of the State
Accordingly, the State is a good, not in any sense
an evil.
It secures the presence in due proportion of
the two great factors in human progress, liberty and
law liberty so necessary for human dignity, law so
essential for human rectitude.
There are those who
would confine the functions of the State to external
defence and the preservation of domestic order, and
deprecate, in the interests of their godless evolutionary
creed, any such interference with the play of natural
forces as would prevent the "struggle for existence"
and the "survival of the fittest." Happily, that
school is now discredited, and men generally hold
that it is the business of the community collectively
to perform a vast variety of works of public utility
which cannot well be done by private enterprise.
In fact, there is now a danger, as we shall see, lest
the action of the State should be extended beyond its
proper sphere to the other extreme.
The first object, then, of the civil authority is the
promotion of the common good.
And the common
good is promoted negatively by such control of the
citizens in the exercise of their rights and the
pursuit of their interests as prevents them from
This control
unduly interfering with one another.
exists primarily for the benefit of the individual.

—

Some

interference,

ment of

some

loss of liberty

must

and abandon-

if the State
has to adjust a number of conflicting rights, but it
should not in any case proceed so far as to hinder

claims, there plainly

be,
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the due development of each man's personality and
the substantial fulfilment of his destiny.
Unless the
State were there to check the prosecution of purely
private advantage in the temporal order, the common
good would be lost sight of in a medley of competing interests.
So that the State may be said
to exact from the individual, as the price of its
protection of his claims and rights, the sacrifice of
some proportion of those rights to itself. But such
sacrifice is not really complete and is amply rewarded.
What a man loses as an individual he gains as a
the peace and proscitizen, for the common good
is also the good of each
perity of the community

—

—

member.

How

the State promotes the

Common Good

hardly necessary to point out how the State
positively furthers the general welfare.
In addition
It is

to national defence,

whereby

it

exercises

its

natural

and prosecuting just
claims, it maintains peace at home by preventing
or punishing crime, " bearing the sword not in vain,"
and by deciding all manner of disputes amongst its
It determines the conditions of industry,
members.
and facilitates works of public utility.
It
adright

of repelling aggression

ministers various public services, such as the post
and in some countries the means of transport.

office,

In this country it has practically assumed charge of
elementary education, a matter in which it has real
though not exclusive rights, and burdened itself with
the maintenance of the destitute.
The Old Age
Pensions Act and the National Insurance Act, whatever may be said about the actual character of that

community as a
obligations to make special proindigent and helpless members.
It

legislation, are indications that the

whole recognizes
vision for

its

its

possesses what lawyers call "eminent

domain"

{altuni

"
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dominium), i.e. it can determine the limits of private
ownership of land, etc., in cases where individual
rights really conflict with the general welfare, being
of course always bound to give due compensation
to the expropriated.

the specific right of capital
vindicated for the State by St. Paul
The exercise of this
in the passage above quoted.
right was expressly enjoined in the Jewish theocracy
by divine ordinance. The State has thus the power
to avenge the injury to social order involved in
grave crime and to consult the general welfare by
But the power can be,
removing harmful elements.
and has been, terribly abused. The punishment of
death was attached in less-civilized times to many
offences which did not deserve it.
It should be
reserved for the most serious offences moreover, it
is within the competence of the State to withhold its
exercise altogether, provided the object of its infliction can be adequately attained by other means.
It is well to notice that

punishment

is

;

The State
Are we,

is

End

not an

but a

Means

therefore, after contemplating this brief

summary

of its beneficent activities, to conclude
that in the institution of the State lies' all the means
There is a tendency,
of human advancement ?
plainly evidenced in the theory of Socialism, to hold
this view and to make the State an end in itself,
sacrificing the individual wholly to its perfection.
Against this tendency the spirit of Christianity
The limits of State authority are
has ever fought.
as plainly determined by the Creator as are its
they are indicated by the object of the State
rights
they are more clearly
itself, viz. temporal good
Man is
defined by the institution of the Church.
He has a
not merely a member of the State.
separate individuality, he belongs to a family, he is
:

;
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a child of God, he has a destiny beyond this earth.
The State exists to promote his temporal welfare,
but he has an eternal welfare to secure as well.
Thus from both the natural and supernatural points
of view he has interests apart from his interests
as citizen, and with these the State has no direct
concern.

The Limits

of State Authority vary with

Circumstances
Here, then, we have limits, limits both in kind and
degree, to the obedience which the State may exact
from its members in return for the benefits which it
confers.
The things that are really Caesar's vary
to some extent with conditions of time and place,
but can in general be stated with sufficient certainty.
In case of a hostile invasion, for instance, the com-

munity may demand from its members an
sacrifice of external goods and the risk, at

entire
least,

but such exactions under
normal circumstances would obviously be intolerable.
The peace and order produced in an emergency by
martial law would be too dearly purchased if such
law were made permanent.
Speaking, then, broadly
the State cannot with justice place its members
habitually under such conditions
slavery, for instance, or enforced ignorance or insecurity of property
or damage to health
as would prevent them from
living a normal human life.
Nor can it rightly
interfere with the proper constitution of the family,
usurping parental duties, for example, or legalizing
amongst Christians dissolution of the marriage-bond.
Still less may it ignore or violate obligations which
concern man's eternal destiny and his relations with
his Maker.
God's service must come before even
that of the State
all civil laws are
void which
conflict with the moral law and, in purely religious

of losing liberty or

life,

—

—

;

"
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with the positive laws of that institution

which God has appointed to guard the moral law.
Everywhere and always it is beyond the State's
commission to dictate to conscience, or to prevent
the due enlightenment of conscience by the knowledge of revelation.

The Rights

A

more

which the

of

Man

ordinarily inalienable

detailed examination of those rights, over

authority has no control, only serves
is that exemption.
To take the natural rights first. The State cannot
invade man's natural right to live.
Not for the
greatest diplomatic or commercial advantage can it
put an innocent person, though the meanest of its
subjects, to death.
Nor, similarly, can a man's
personal liberty be infringed, or his right to selfdevelopment according to his circumstances, or to
the exercise of his various faculties for his own
benefit, provided such exercise does not violate the
equal rights of others and thus call for a compromise.
Once again, he has a natural right to enter into
private association with his fellows for lawful purposes, and, as a particular form of such association,
And connected with family life
the right to marry.
there are a number of concerns which the State
The family is prior to the
cannot justly control.
State in order of nature and existence, and what is
essential to the preservation of the family, such as
the integrity of marriage and the possession of property, is also essential to the well-being of the comChief amongst these rights is that of having
munity.
control, though not exclusive control, of the education
however, as education is essentially
of the children
religious, this may best be considered as a right
springing from man's relations towards God.
Most of the above rights, those arising from the
to

civil

show how completely reasonable

;
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very nature of man and from the essential constitution
of the family, may on occasion be restricted or even
abrogated, for instance in punishment for crime
but man's spiritual rights are entirely indefeasible,
for they are concerned with the welfare of his soul
and involve the interests of his Creator.
No power,
therefore, can justly take from man the right to
know God and to follow conscience in His service.
The right to supernatural life is even more absolute
than that to natural
hence the criminal folly of
those irresponsible theorists who would hamper or
hinder the teaching of religion in the public schools.
They are violating at one stroke the rights of God,
of the parent, and of the child.
And as God has
entrusted the furtherance of His interests on earth to
that Body in which His Spirit perj^etually dwells,
;

;

such interference violates
Church.

also

the

rights

of

the

Education and the State
This does not mean that the State has no concern
education on the contrary, it has every claim to
secure that every citizen should receive at least such
a modicum of training as will enable him to fulfil his
in

;

commonwealth.
It is its interest
this, and even, in default of
But to assume
itself to undertake it.

functions in the

and

its

duty to see to

parental action,
complete control of education is to usurp parental
rights, and when that control is exercised in such a
way as to exclude religion from the school curriculum,
or to put it in a secondary place, or to hedge it round
with disabilities and restrictions and penalties, then
it is not promoting
the State is acting tyrannically
the common welfare, it is discriminating against all
its members who have conscientious religious beliefs,
it is treating the child as if it were nothing but a
citizen and had no other rights or duties save those
;
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membership of a purely earthly com-

It is
invading the just claims of God.
of course, the business of the State to teach
religion
God has made other provision for that
task
but it has no right to prevent religion being
taught, or to penalize those who desire it for their
:

it is

not,

:

;

offspring.

Civil

Authority and Despotism

The tendency

of civil authority is always towards
supremacy in one sphere begets desire
for supremacy in all.
There are natural reasons for
this.
An absolutist government can be carried on
with much greater order and expedition, and with
much less expenditure of effort and money, than one
which has to shape its conduct so as to recognize
various limitations of its power.
What Napoleon
accomplished in France, what Bismarck tried in
Germany, what the old pre-Christian States simply

absolutism

;

—

took for granted absolute control over all citizens
indicates that the State, if its power is not effectively
checked, will always develop a despotic character.
Human love of liberty is one check, but not a permanently effective one.
Some authority capable of
advocating and asserting " the things that are God's "
alone can set a limit to " the things that are Caesar's."
Only in the keeping of the Church which God
established are the fundamental rights of man,

whether natural or supernatural, which we have
been considering,
secure
from violation.
The
knowledge of the rights of the Church brings into
effective
prominence the limits of the rights of
"Caesar."

Relations of Church and State

The
Church

question of the relations between State and
question which will be continually
is a

"
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both come to an end with the end of all
Final harmony between them can result
only from the entire prevalence of one or other view
of their relations the Christian or the non-Christian.
The non-Christian view is that the State is absolutely
supreme within its own borders, in matters ecclesiastical as well as civil
a contention aptly enough
designated as "Caesarism," because it is in effect a
lapse into the old pagan notion of the divine absolutism of the Roman Emperor.
The Christian or
Catholic view is that the Church was established
precisely to destroy " Ca^sarism," to vindicate human
liberty, and to bring home to the consciousness of
States as well as of individuals the supreme rights
and claims of Almighty God. State and Church
have in the main separate, though not opposed,
spheres of action if ever they do come into conflict
(as distinct from contact), it is because one or other
is exceeding its scope.
"The foremost duty of the
rulers of the State," says Pope Leo XI 11.,^ "should
be to make sure that the laws and institutions, the
general character and administration of the commonwealth, shall be such of themselves as to realize public
well-being and private prosperity " whereas the primary function of the Church is to train the individual to
be worthy of eternal life.
As their activities affect the
same persons, they are constantly in contact whenever their demands, just in themselves, happen to be
incompatible, it is plain that the temporal should
yield to the eternal, the lesser good to the greater.
If Christianity had never been established, the inhabitants of the world, split up into a number of autonomous
nations with opposing ambitions and interests, would
have been in danger of ignoring their common origin
and their common destiny, the existence, that is, of
agitated

till

things.

—

—

;

;

;

bonds more fundamental and permanent than any
'

Encyclical

Rerum Novarum

(C.T.S.

:

id.), pp.

24-25.
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influences which kept them apart.
But the settingup of the world-wide, wholly-spiritual kingdom of

the Church has emphasized the fact that there is
more to unite than to divide the races of men, and
that the citizens of the various States have common
interests outside the sphere of nationality.
Neither view, as a matter of historical fact, has
Approaches have
ever been universally accepted.
been made for a short time or in a limited area to
the divine ideal, in which both Church and State
were left free to decide matters belonging to their
own spheres, and in which, where the spheres intersected, the Church had still full liberty of action.

But

its

complete realization is apparently as difficult
harmony between nature and grace in

to attain as the

the individual.

Human

history, since the introduc-

one long account of the
between the two theories, the false and the
" Caesar" can ill brook a rival influence which
true.
limits his own in so many ways, and reminds him of
an account to be rendered to a Higher Power, whilst
the human element in the Church has not seldom
tried to extend unduly the spiritual prerogative.
tion of Christianity, forms
conflict

National Churches fail to check State
Absolutism
But, before the Reformation, the theory, at any
of a divine universal Church, supreme in its
own sphere and independent of the State, was
commonly accepted. The disruption of Christendom
in the sixteenth century, and the establishment of
national dependent Churches over a large part of
Europe, is thus largely a return to pre-Christian
rate,

When religion became
conditions and pagan ideals.
local and national, when the Church was looked on
as merely a department of the State, there could no

*'
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longer be that appeal to

the public

Christendom which was so
Secular absolutism, and thus

effective
in

many
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conscience of
a check on
civilized

com-

munities to-day "Caesar," the civil authority, no
longer recognizes a divinely-established authority,
co-ordinate with, and in some regards superior to,
his own.
Ignoring the claims of the Church, he
tends, as a natural consequence, to ignore the rights
of the family and the individual.
For example, the
Church has safeguarded the institution of the family
by teaching that the matrimonial contract is a sacrament, and that Christian marriage is one and indissoluble.
The State attacks the family by treating
marriage as if it were merely a civil contract, rescindable under certain conditions, and thus it opens
the door to the evils of polygamy.
Again, the
Church teaches that the main factor in the training
of the young must be the imparting to them of the
facts of revelation and the moulding of their characters
by the knowledge and love of God.
The nonCatholic State tends more and more to set this factor
aside and to make education secular, that is, practically atheistic.

The Varying Fortunes

of the

Church

It
thus plain that the ability of the Church, as
representing a higher authority, to vindicate man's
is

inherent rights, especially those which concern his
eternal destiny, will vary according to the state of
If such
the community in which she finds herself.
community as a whole believes in her divine
character and commission, that belief will be reflected in its laws,

which accordingly

instrument free play

will

allow God's

work of saving
the Church is planted

in its beneficent

the souls of its subjects.
If
as a small body in an unbelieving State, it cannot,
of course, expect any official recognition, but must
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be content with the possession of those ordinary
powers of association which all law-abiding citizens
may claim, and that freedom of conscience which is
On the other hand, it must
every man's birthright.
be prepared to be viewed with suspicion and distrust,
for its claims go far beyond what would be reasonable in the purely human institution that the State
Only by proving in practice that
believes it to be.
those claims result in better citizenship can it hope
If, finally, the community can be
for real toleration.
called a mixed one, in which the Church includes
at least a large minority, she may reasonably claim,
as may all other religious bodies, the active protection
of the law in carrying out her office and ministering
It is an unfortunate result of
to her own children.
religious differences that the harmony and efficiency
of government are thereby necessarily impeded, but
that is a result which cannot be removed by being
ignored, and which makes itself felt in every variety of
Even a Catholic State which, recivil government.
cognizing a divinely-appointed supra-national Church,
must theoretically support and further its interests
(since the community owes to Almighty God the
same service and worship as the individual- does, and
is equally bound to give effect to its beliefs in action),
must make practical allowance for diversities of
conscientious belief amongst its citizens.
Still more
is
a non-Catholic community, which in practice
denies certainty in faith, bound on its own principles
to tolerate all religions which are not manifestly
injurious to the commonweal.
It is not the function
of the State to decide religious disputes.

Status of the Church in the British Empire

Hence the Church in the British Empire, representing a compact and considerable minority of
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the inhabitants, cannot lawfully be impeded in its
activities, always supposing these latter are not really
detrimental to the public peace.
In furtherance of
their supernatural interests she may make laws
binding her subjects' consciences, determining, for
instance, not indeed the civil character and effects,
but the validity before God of the marriage-contract.
She can erect her churches, regulate her worship, staff
her own schools.
This is after all no more than other
religious bodies do, and must do, if they recognize
the supremacy of conscience and the guidance of
divine authority.
The Protestant's views of State
legislation are modified by his interpretation of the
Bible, just as the Catholic's are by the teaching of
the Church.

The

Civil

Duty of the Christian

However, the fact that the State has practically
broken away from Christianity does not absolve
Christians from taking their part in its service
indeed, they are the more obliged to do so, if only
to supply indirectly the guidance which it has
officially abandoned.
As it may be their duty to
insist on "Ca;sar" not exacting more than his due,
so it should be their particular care to give him
that due, willingly and entirely.
He is God's reAnd
presentative, even though he doesn't know it.
if in his government he is
misled by false social
theories and, especially, unaware of the character and
function of the Christian Church, it behoves Christians
to do what they can to keep him from going too far
astray.
The State can be made to do God's work
There is
even when it only aims at doing its own
nothing in social conditions which calls for redress
on moral grounds which the Church does not denounce more emphatically even than the civil
government.
She is more keen than the State is
;
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promotion of just dealing amongst the
and the establishment of that degree of
public virtue which is necessary for civic well-being.
the

for

citizens

In

fact, in

in

the

so far as the saving of souls is involved
betterment of social conditions, that social
betterment is the direct concern of the Church as
well.

But the Church as an ally has been set aside, and
consequently the State is beginning to advance into
that realm which of old was largely controlled by
ecclesiastical influence.
And it is very apt to blunder
badly.
It is tampering in many ways with the
foundations of society family life, the security of
property, the respect for law, religious education.
And even when its efforts are well-directed, they are
often miserably inadequate.
From the nature of the
case, the State can only reach the surface, but the
seat of the disease is within
it can
apply only
material remedies to moral ailments.
Itself without
faith, it is governing a community which has very
largely ceased to be moved by spiritual considerations.
Its own claim to absolutism is met by an exaggerated
individualism.
The citizen tends to become antisocial and the State a tyrant.
As far as we can see,
either anarchy or despotism will follow the complete

—

;

loss of the Christian ideal.

Force has to be used
What,

then,

is

in default of

the Christian to

Conscience

do?

Instead of

blaming the blunders of "Caesar" or sitting with
folded hands beneath his exactions, he should endeavour to revivify in the body politic those inner
principles which alone can effectively check the
extremes of tyranny and licence.
At present the
State cannot help itself.
Given the existence of
even a small body of citizens who have discarded
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the moral law and have no scruple in seeking their
personal gain by encouraging every form of vice,
the community as a whole is necessarily exposed to
constant restrictions of liberty.
If it were not for
the law against indecent publications, and for the
censorship of the stage, imperfect though both are
in their operation, how completely would literature
and drama be delivered over to the devil and the
flesh
Unless the State interfered to check adulteration in food and excess in drink and open immorality,
to what deep degradation would not the community
sink ? Unless the law protected the helpless, children,
imbeciles, the brute creation, what atrocities of
cruelty should we not have to witness ?
To suppress
the wicked and to protect the weak we need legislation at every turn, and the less we can rely on conscience, the -tnore must we look to force.
If we could
only convert the wicked and strengthen the weak,
we could reduce the interference of the State to
insignificance.
It was Christianity that broke the
despotisms of the heathen, and it is only Christianity that can preserve the liberties it won and
avert the reimposition of
Caesar's " yoke.
Let
man but submit to the law of God, and then human
law, with its irritating and ignoble sanctions, will
not come to worry him.
The law, as St. Paul tells
us, is not made for the just man.^
!

'

'

Summary
To sum up. Under modern conditions, with the
Church deprived of her providential function and
State endeavouring to maintain a Christian
without recourse to the forces and
principles which brought it into being, the range of
In addition to
State action is inevitably extended.

the

civilization

^

I

Tim.

i.

9.
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normal work of repressing disorder, administering
services, and fostering public prosperity, it
has to supply the deficiencies and remedy the abuses
which an unchristian industrial system has brought
about.
It has to educate, and in some cases to feed,
children, a business which properly belongs to parents
it has to pension the aged, whereas they should have
been able themselves to provide for their declining

its

public

;

it has to find employment for the workless
otherwise would starve, yet no one should be
in danger of starving in a normal community ;. it
has to interfere in various private interests, because
private interests are often pursued to public detriment.
Whilst steadfastly resisting all attempts to
violate the rights of conscience
conscience properly
instructed
the Christian is called on not to hinder
but to help the State in its earnest efforts at remedying the various ills which a godless commercialism
and a general abandonment of supernatural ideals
have brought about, even if his so doing involves a
certain sacrifice of liberty or wealth.
Only by
Christians throwing themselves heartily and in
numbers into the life of the State can that life be
brought back into healthy channels.
Only by
insisting that God should always have His due, can
we secure that "Caesar" shall really have his.
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;
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